Dear Cairo Film Festival,
First of all I would like to thanks to my Brother Dr. Mohamed Zayed our Goodwill Ambassador of
" Islamo-phobia" and Chairman of the Arab African Council on Socioeconomic Development
(AACSED) for endorsing our firm and beleiving in our humanitarian project over the past year.
My name is Omer Sarikaya, I living in the Netherland, I am the writer and Director…And I would like
to say Thank you so much for considering our Movie to be in Competition in your the most
beautiful and The most prestigious film festivals in the world .it's so honoring me and my actors
to come the most beautiful country and the most beautiful ,city in the world...our movie its peace
its peace and ,tolerance. and the Cairo international film festival , is The city blends together
cultures and religions from around the world, living in harmony. Our movie is one of the most
important subject in the World its called " Islamo-phobia" Tolerance
The film Its about love, peace, tolerance and harmony which is will be a Noble Prize Winning Film
The film Genre is : Drama, Action, Love and Compassion Tolerance and Understanding that
NO RELIGION Allows or condones hatred or violence, Especially Islam Dose Not Allow or
Condone it at all and that these things are a side effect of Misunderstandings created mainly due
to complex geopolitical reasons that have NOTHING to do with any Religions of any Type
especially, Islam which is a religion of peace and tolerance, love and understanding. THIS is a
message that must be told and the stereotype must be shattered and behind we will all see the
truth that we are all the same, regardless our beliefs or religions and we must never confuse
geopolitics with Religions as they are very different from each other and no one should hate or fear
any of them

"This film ", will reach out all over the World in positive way…
‟ISLAMO-PHOBIA‟‟ Islamophobia, means fear of Islam and hatred against Muslims, ''PHOBIA'
is mean discrimination, hate, crime or racism, against other ,Antisemitism, Antichristian, AntiRussian ,Anti-African also to other foreigners, religions. And other colors! This film it will show
that, not every Muslim are terrorist and also not every Christianity are hated and not Every
Jewish are Bad !
The film will showing Peace, Love, Unity, Respect, Compassionate, and the Most Merciful.
Which is, this is ‟ ''PEACEFULL MOVIE''

And Also The most important things is This is a

Peace, Charity and Solidarity Film (Based non-profit organization) and net profit of this film will
go to the world charity . We have actors and actress from 38 country's all our actors joining in
this film for a goodwill and volunteers and this movie made it with a low budget !

OUR GOAL
1-Our aim is to bring a Peace, Love, Unity, and Respect!
2-Our aim is first to get awards from tour the most prestigious Cairo international film festival!
and other film festival as well
3-Our aim is to selected or nominated to Oscars 4-Our aim is to get a Nobel prize of
because this is a noble act !
5-And also our aim is over 500 million people watching this film
Egypt is a model of religious harmony the world takes example of your Beautiful country
Also Hospitality example for the world which Home of Muslims, Christians and Jews, religious,
the Home of tolerance, love, peace, and unity And the Capital city of CAIRO Hopefully Will be a
PEACE CITY of the WORLD !!!
We are planning coming there with 15 actors and 5 crew member we need fly Ticket and hotel,
food.

ABOUT THE FILM
LOGLINE
Showcasing the traumatic effects of prejudice and discrimination against Muslim, Christianity,
and Judaism its Islamo-phobia ( Tolerance ) is a story that needs to be told, particularly in in the
light of present-day events. The movie of Peace , Love, Unity, Respect, Compassionate, and the
Most Merciful

SYNOPSIS
It is 1992 and people are fleeing Sarajevo in Bosnia, which has become a “burning hell”; AMINA
and her son OMAR are two of the refugees. Years later, as a student at the University of
Roterdam ,OMAR continues to be haunted. The openly bigoted TEACHER, puts down EVA for
wearing a hijab, and the other students refers to them as “terrorists.”
OMAR, and EVA have a conversation about the difficulties Muslims here suffer because of their
religion and ethnicity. AMINA cleans a women‟s bathroom, two women talk trash about her as if
she isn‟t there. AVI, hes is jewish and he owner of market in Roterdam he teach every one
about Christianity, Islam and Judaism
AVI, He's sacrifice him self to hes neigburt mosque to not burning some little discrimination
group and hes coming to be hero ..FATHER PAUL feels desperately sad by what has
happened.
FATHER PAUL,: My dear brothers and sisters, As God loves us so much, we must also love
each other.... is a multi religious country, in which, for many centuries, have coexisted four
traditional religious communities –the Moslems Suni, the Orthodox, the Catholics and the
Moslems The relationships between them are very good ones, characterized by peace, harmony
and collaboration....
IMAM, brings a chair out of the shop and stands on it. He addresses the angry crowd and calms
them down. ..My dear friends and neighbors, please try to remain calm... Whoever did this
barbaric act will be caught and justice will be served.
At home, OMAR mentions his father to AMINA, who says that the latter is dead. AMINA
remembers a Islamo-phobic/racist incident fifteen years ago.
At a mosque, the IMAM warns YUSUF to be careful because he‟s heard of people burning
mosques. AVI market next to mosques
OMAR, has a nightmare about a girl he can‟t save. The next day he meets ANNA , the girl in his
dreams. ANNA, works at a cashier in Armania market. At a restaurant, customers start to leave
because they see Amina wearing a hijab, and she goes into the kitchen.
EVA, is depressed regarding what happened at school and her family is indignant on her behalf.
The mosque has been set on fire by arsonists. A priest speaks to a crowd, expressing his
sympathy with them. The Imam comforts the people assembled as well. AVI speaks to a crowd
as well There is another unpleasant scene in class. OMAR, goes to visit ANNA, and they later
spend time together. They go to a restaurant and there is trouble with a classmate,
HANS. The next day, Omar is expelled from school. His friend ALON leaves with him. At the
mosque, the Imam preaches on how acts of hatred come from separation from God.
Omar has a series of flashbacks concerning his exploration of different religions before deciding
on Islam. While OMAR and ANNA walk in a park, MURAT and two friends come upon them.
Omar‟s friend ALI comes in to help Omar as he is beaten.

ANNA‟s family is furious with her. There is a fire at the Jewish market.
ANNA ‟s father YUSUF catches her receiving a text from Omar and orders her not to see OMAR
again. MURAT‟s friends threaten Omar.
ANNA and OMAR walk on the beach, but MURAT shows up and strikes Omar OMAR tells his
mother that he has decided to study in Islamic University as a doctor.
OMAR meeting with his friends ALON and ALI , OMARr gets into a knife fight with HANS In a
meeting room, four men talk about their success in anti-Islamic activities.
Three months later, OMAR is about to go home when he is kidnapped. EVA is kidnapped, and
murdered by HANS and his group.
OMAR is held with two other people in a warehouse as a prisoner, in terrible conditions.
He meets an inmate named ZUBAYR. Another scene with the four men as they make plans to
destroy Islam. In is CIA office, JOHN goes through files and comes across OMAR‟s profile.
HANS comes to mock OMAR, ALON, and ZUBAYR
Flashback to how JOHN and AMINA met and how their romance ended. JOHN‟s father DAVID
is the head of the organization and the leader of the four men plotting against Muslims. Terrible
tortures are enacted on the prisoners.
OMAR and ANNA are happy together in a dream. The IMAM, AVI , and the PRIEST are caught
as they look for the missing OMAR and ALON.
JOHN and ALI come across two people throwing away ZUBAYR‟s corpse, and get information
from them.
JOHN and ALI rescue AVI, the PRIEST, and the IMAM.
JOHN and ALI continue looking for OMAR, and find out about Number One, the head of the hate
group for Islamophobia.
ALI is killed while saving OMAR, and JOHN is badly hurt. After being shot,
Please note!. That we are now busy with editing. sound and music effect. So with in few days
all be finished and we will send you with vimeo also trailer.
Thank you
Omer Sarikaya
Writer and Director
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